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Abstract
Regulatory networks of transcription factors and signaling molecules lie at the heart of development.
Their architecture implements logic functions whose execution propels cells from one regulatory
state to the next, thus driving development forward. As an example of a subcircuit that translates
transcriptional input into developmental output we consider a particularly simple case, the regulatory
processes underlying pigment cell formation in sea urchin embryos. The regulatory events in this
process can be represented as elementary logic functions.
Introduction
Gene regulatory networks (GRNs) underlie the events which unfold during development to
produce an animal from a fertilized egg [1••,2]. Their active constituents are transcription
factors that activate, or repress, downstream genes, and signaling molecules that facilitate
regulatory interactions across cell boundaries. Transcription factors bind to the cis-regulatory
modules of downstream genes. These genomic regions are the nuts and bolts of gene regulatory
networks: they are the information processors which execute basic logic operations to yield
new transcriptional outputs, according to their transcription factor inputs [3••]. For example,
two transcription factors both may have to be bound for activation of a downstream gene to
occur, which corresponds to a logical AND operation. Similarly, OR and NOT operations are
implemented by cis-regulatory modules.
The expression pattern of any gene can be understood in terms of the structure/function
properties of its cis-regulatory apparatus. However, a single gene cannot by itself cause
development; rather, many regulatory genes need to act in concert to drive development
forward. Each cell at each moment in time can be characterized by its regulatory state, which
is generated by the set of regulatory genes that are active in it. GRNs explain how and why
spatial regulatory states are set up as development proceeds. Despite their seeming complexity,
GRNs have a recognizable, underlying structure. They consist of modular entities, or
subcircuits, each of which comprises the interactions necessary to achieve a discrete
developmental task, for example the activation of an inductive signal, the lock-down of a
transcriptional state, or the expression of differentiation genes [4]. Identification and functional
analysis of subcircuits illuminates the character of the underlying regulatory apparatus, and
reveals the logic operations (and their implementation details) that have to be executed for
development to occur.
As an elementary example we here review what has been learned about the subcircuit
underlying the initial specification of pigment cells in the sea urchin embryo. Our focus is on
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the logic functions encoded in the genomic sequence, execution of which produces the pigment
cell regulatory state.
The specification of pigment cells in the sea urchin embryo
The vegetal half of the blastula stage sea urchin embryo will give rise to endodermal and
mesodermal cell types. The skeletogenic lineage occupies the central part of the vegetal plate.
It is surrounded by a ring of cells which are precursors of endoderm and mesoderm (Figure
1a). During 8th cleavage this tier is subdivided radially into two rings, the outer of which will
become the endoderm and form the gut. The inner ring will develop into the non-skeletogenic
mesoderm, and will give rise to the pigment cells [5,6].
Delta/Notch signaling induces the specification of the non-skeletogenic mesoderm. The
Suppressor of Hairless (SuH) transcription factor is the canonical effector of Delta/Notch
signaling. In all cells of the sea urchin embryo this factor initially forms a complex with the
obligatory repressor Groucho [7,8]. This complex binds to SuH target sites in the relevant
cis-regulatory module of the glial cells missing (gcm) gene, and represses its transcription
[9•]. At 7th cleavage the skeletogenic cells at the center of the vegetal plate express the Delta
ligand and present it on their surface. It is received through the Notch receptor by the adjacent
ring of cells [10,11,12•], which are in consequence specified as mesoderm. When the Delta
ligand is bound, the intracellular domain of Notch (Nic) is cleaved from the receptor. It forms
a nuclear complex with SuH, in which it displaces the Groucho repressor, changing the behavior
of the transcription factor to that of an activator. The SuH sites that mediate both mesodermal
activation and non-mesodermal repression of the gcm gene are located in a single cis-regulatory
module [9•].
The gcm gene serves two functions. First, it is required for activation of a variety of genes that
are part of a pigment cell-specific gene battery, among them the pks (polyketide synthase) and
FvMo1,2,3 (Flavin Mono-oxygenase) genes which are part of the pigment synthesis pathway
[13]. A second function is the repressive exclusion of alx-1 gene expression (Sagar Damle and
EHD, unpublished data). Alx-1 is a promoter of skeletogenic cell fate, and is a direct activator
of skeletogenic differentiation genes. A wiring diagram of the pigment cell specification
subcircuit is shown in Figure 1c. It is part of the GRN covering endomesoderm development,
a complete version of which can be found at http://sugp.caltech.edu/endomes/.
A logic description of pigment cell formation
The pigment cell specification subcircuit is the transformation function that converts the Delta
signal emitted by the cells of the skeletogenic lineage into developmental output, viz. the
specification of pigment cells. At the same time it guarantees the exclusion of skeletogenic cell
fate in mesodermal cells. These developmental tasks are summarized in the process diagram
in Figure 1b.
The start of the pigment cell specification subcircuit is conditional and can be described with
IF-THEN logic. Reception of the Delta signal by mesodermal cells kicks off the subsequent
specification events. The Notch receptor, through which the Delta signal is received, is
expressed widely in the early embryo [10,11]. However, the Delta ligand stays attached to the
cells that express it, effectively limiting its range to its immediate neighbors [7]. In the sea
urchin embryo, the cells that can physically receive this signal lie in the mesodermal ring that
immediately surrounds the skeletogenic cells at the center of the vegetal plate (Figure 1a). If,
and only if, the Delta signal is received by these cells will pigment cell specification be set in
motion.
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Downstream of Delta/Notch signaling lies the gcm gene. In the future mesoderm prior to 7th
cleavage, as well as in all other embryonic territories, its default state is off, due in part to the
SuH/Groucho repressor complex [8]. In the absence of signaling it represses transcription and,
thus, executes a NOT operation (Table 1.1). Once the Delta signal is received, it is interpreted
in the cis-regulatory region of the gcm gene: Nic binds to SuH, displacing Groucho; only
together can they activate gcm [9•]. Therefore, this obligate association is an AND operation
(Table 1.2).
Subsequently, i.e., in the post gastrular period, gcm expression is controlled by a later acting
module which includes an auto-activation function and depends on other inputs (A. Ransick
and EHD, unpublished data). The choice of modules may be considered an exclusive OR
operation, as discussed earlier [3••], since it is mediated by looping of the genome so that only
a given cis-regulatory module can be in proximity to the basal transcription apparatus at one
time (Table 1.3).
The first downstream function of Gcm is the direct activation of genes specific to pigment
cells. These operations are dependent entirely on the binding of Gcm to the respective cis-
regulatory regions. Thus, they can be considered a series of simple conditional operations
(Table 1.4). The second function of Gcm is the inhibition of the alx-1 gene, which may occur
through direct binding of Gcm to the alx-1 cis-regulatory region. The result is a NOT operation
(Table 1.5) and leads to the exclusion of skeletogenic fate in the mesodermal territory [14].
This kind of function is frequently employed in instances where adjacent cells, which are often
the progeny of a recent cell division, adopt different cell fates. In fact, just as ectopic expression
of gcm in skeletogenic cells results in repression of alx-1, the ectopic expression of alx1 in
mesodermal cells results in repression of gcm. In a similar fashion, endodermal cells are
prevented from adopting mesodermal fate. There, the foxA gene is responsible for repressing
gcm [15].
The example of the pigment cell specification subcircuit gives a flavor of the regulatory
processes that lie at the base of development. Linked through their cis-regulatory information
processors, transcriptional regulators are joined to form the subcircuits that produce the
phenomena we observe in development. Given transcription factors are often found to take
part in different subcircuits at different locations or times during development [16••]. In these
different contexts the factor may be used in the execution of different logic functions; the logic
functions in which it participates are not ordained by the biochemical identity of the factor, but
by the structure of each cis-regulatory module and the architecture of the subcircuit. This
general principle is emerging from the many examples that are now understood at the same
level as the rather simple pigment cell specification circuit [1••].
Outlook
The long term goal is to gain a complete understanding of the logic functions that are involved
in the making of an animal. Indispensable to this process is detailed knowledge of temporal
and spatial expression patterns of regulatory genes, as these data indicate the identity of the
constituents of the various subcircuits. Due to the enormous complexity of metazoans, an
exhaustive mapping is no simple task, but current efforts to gather this information for entire
embryos, body parts or organs are bearing fruit [16••,17•]. A major challenge in many systems
is to obtain large scale perturbation data, which can be technically demanding, not at least in
mammals. But only by means of experimental perturbation results can descriptive expression
catalogues and correlations be transformed into logic models that explain the spatial
progression of regulatory states during development.
Expressing developmental logic operations using formal language opens up other interesting
possibilities as to how GRN can be examined [3••]: Networks constructed from experimental
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data thus become amenable to analytical methods which can be used to test their validity. This
includes tests of whether a chosen network representation is the most parsimonious
interpretation of the data and may help to identify gaps and predict unknown players, or indicate
wrong or missing links [18]. Automatic assembly of entire GRNs from experimental data is
still in its infancy and has mainly been applied to single cell organisms [19], but this is now
changing. A good example is the Biotapestry program (http://www.biotapestry.org) which is
used to generate the wiring diagrams for the sea urchin endomesodermal GRN, and many others
[18]. This program goes significantly beyond the primary role as a visualization tool, and it
assists researchers in finding a representation that is consistent with their experimental data.
Thus, expressing developmental functions more formally may not only help in conceptualizing
developmental logic functions, it may also serve as a tool to automatize the discovery process.
As more and more regulatory networks become well understood we will soon have an overview
of regulatory architectures from a diverse group of biological systems and developmental
subcircuits. Together they will provide a detailed comparative image of the logic functions that
lie at the base of development, such that the form of development, e.g. stem cell development,
embryonic development, or post-embryonic organogenesis, can be predictively understood in
terms of abstract logic functions.
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Figure 1.
Subcircuit underlying pigment cell specification in the sea urchin. a) Developmental scheme
of the sea urchin embryo. At blastula stage (upper half) the cells of the skeletogenic lineage
(pink) at the bottom of the vegetal plate are surrounded by a ring of presumptive mesoderm.
The skeletogenic lineage is the source of the Delta signal (arrows) which induces mesoderm
specification. Small micromeres (purple) are descendants of the skeletogenic cells; they
contribute to the coelomic pouches. b) The process diagram of the mesodermal territory
summarizes the regulatory events leading to pigment cell specification. Signaling from the
skeletogenic lineage turns on the mesodermal program and leads to exclusion of skeletogenic
fate. c) The mesodermal subnetwork details all identified linkages. It is part of the GRN of
endomesodermal development (A current version of the endomesodermal GRN can be found
at http://sugp.caltech.edu/endomeso). At the center of the pigment cell specification subcircuit
lies the GCM gene which, once activated, locks the regulatory state through positive feedback,
before turning on genes in the differentiation gene batterry and repressing the alx-1 gene, a
promoter of skeletogenic cell fate.
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Table 1
Logic functions implemented by the pigment cell specification subcircuit.
Activation of GCM
1) IF (Groucho AND SuH) AND NOT Nic ⇒ NOT GCM
2) IF (Nic AND SuH) ⇒ GCM
3) IF ((Nic AND SuH) OR GCM) ⇒ GCM
Downstream functions of GCM
4) IF (GCM) ⇒ pigment cell genes
5) IF (GCM) ⇒ NOT ALX-1
Nic, nuclearized Notch intracellular domain; SuH, Suppressor of Hairless
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